Discipline-Specific Assessment Training

Join us this week for sessions with a special focus on assessments.

- Assessments in STEM
- Assessments in the Arts & Humanities
- Assessments in the Social Sciences

ITS Blackboard Technical Training

To prepare for upcoming exams, join us this week for training.

- Blackboard Testing Overview
- Blackboard Testing Basic Navigation

New This Week...Resources to Help!

Recordings of CET Trainings
- Assessments for Arts & Humanities
- Assessments for Social Sciences
- Assessments for STEM

Zoom Cloud Recording Password Settings
Students Share Their Professors’ Effective Online Teaching Efforts & Ways to Thrive While Learning Online

This week CET features the student perspective as published in the Daily Trojan and Trojan 360, USC’s official student blog. You may find inspiration reading what students report as great faculty successes in finding caring, creative ways to maintain performance and art courses online. Their adaptations can be applied to courses in other disciplines requiring similar skills of demonstration and production. You may also wish to share the tips by students for students when it comes to participating in Zoom sessions and keeping organized with a new routine.

Daily Trojan: How Performance & Art Classes Are Adjusting to Zoom
Trojan 360: How to Succeed in Zoom Lectures
Trojan 360: Tools to Stay on Top of All Your Online Classes

Stay up-to-date with CET

I would like to receive the now weekly CET newsletter

Register to spark your teaching effectiveness with textmessages from CET!

Social Media

usccet@usc.edu
213.740.3959
cet.usc.edu
map
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